Press Release
Collaboration has now been sealed: GOMULTIMODAL and LTW Intralogistics
agree on jointly developing concepts for more efficient intermodal terminals
[Hamburg, November 10th, 2016] The steadily rising volume of transportation in seaport and
inland terminals requires the application of innovative technologies and more efficient process
flows, particularly with regard to improving the economic use of available handling areas.
On this account, GOMULTIMODAL GmbH and LTW Intralogistics GmbH have concluded a
collaboration agreement aiming at developing an innovative and highly automated concept for
the storage of intermodal transport units (ITU) in high-bay warehouse (HBW) through the use
of available automatic warehouse technologies.
The concept was first presented at the Terminal Day 2016 of the SGKV (German Promotion
Centre for Intermodal Transport e.V.) by both companies. The transfer of freight from road to
the more environmentally friendly rail and waterways as well as the realization of concepts in
the field of city logistics should be supported by this collaboration.
“The long-term experience and profound knowledge of both companies in all areas of
combined transport as well as intralogistics provide optimal conditions for a qualified and
successful cooperation”, Gerhard Oswald, Managing Director of GOMULTIMODAL points out.
Throughout Europe, GOMULTIMODAL is the consulting specialist for national and
international carriage by combined transport and seaport-hinterland road transport. The
consultancy is intended for providers and users, for political institutions, associations and
public bodies. Its range of services includes consulting, personnel management and company
representation.
LTW Intralogistics as a full-service supplier, develops, manufactures and implements turnkey
intralogistics systems worldwide – from uncomplicated mid-sized projects to fully automated
logistics centers, from cold storage to a climate protection certified high-bay warehouse made
of wood. Since its foundation in 1981, LTW has been a member of the Doppelmayr Group, the
global market leader in ropeway systems.
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